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The need for a second Transbay rail crossing to augment the existing BART tube across San Francisco
Bay is painfully clear. Beyond relief for overcrowded BART trains, the second tube is required to shift
auto trips onto transit and reduce greenhouse gases, create resiliency in the transit network, and enable
continued regional growth sustainably, among other objectives.
In response, the Metropolitan Transportation Commission recently launched the Bay Area Core
Capacity Transit Study, which has begun examining new rail tunnels in the Transbay corridor. Many
have presumed that this second tube should be built as an extension of the BART network using
BART’s unique track gauge, rather than a standard gauge technology such as Caltrain, Capitol Corridor,
or virtually any other rail service in North America. This presumption has logic because BART is
currently the primary Transbay transit service as well as the only Transbay rail operator, and would be
qualified to build and operate a second tube. Consistent with this presumption, BART planning staff
released a graphic of a conceptual Second BART Transbay Tube in December 2014 (see Figure 1).
Instead of BART, what if the second tube was built with standard gauge tracks, from the underconstruction Transbay Transit Center to downtown Oakland? See Figure 2. While that would preclude
a westward extension of BART technology, it would enable the eastward extension of electrified
Caltrain, as well as other standard gauge railroads such as High Speed Rail and an electrified Capitol
Corridor. The standard gauge tunnel would not preclude access from the East Bay BART lines if it
included a convenient cross-platform timed transfer in Oakland. As it turns out, a standard gauge tube
would provide the same capacity and redundancy benefits to the Transbay corridor as a second BART
tube – but at far less cost, as described below.
In addition to cost-effectively addressing the Transbay corridor, this convenient BART/Caltrain transfer
would benefit the entire Bay Area by finally linking the two regional rail agencies. This connection would
be so seamless that the passenger would not perceive two separate rail agencies, but instead a united
Bay Area rail service: CalBART.

CalBART
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Figure 2: CalBART proposal. New 2-track standard gauge tube serving both Caltrain and High Speed Rail is yellow, accessing new East Bay Transit
Center shown in red. New Caltrain tunnel under Potrero Hill is orange. High Speed Rail bypass tracks are purple. New BART connection between
MacArthur and West Oakland stations via East Bay Transit Center is cyan. New Capitol Corridor connection to East Bay Transit Center is green.
Existing BART tracks are blue.
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Beyond addressing the Transbay corridor, the standard gauge tube would deliver a multitude of benefits
to the region that a second BART tube could not. Caltrain and the Downtown Extension project would
be promoted and enhanced; High Speed Rail would be extended to serve Oakland, setting up a future
extension to Sacramento; and major growth areas along the east side of San Francisco would be served
with high-quality regional transit, nurturing sustainable travel patterns in new communities.
The CalBART project entails two major components: a second Transbay Tube with standard gauge
tracks, and a new Caltrain/BART intermodal station in downtown Oakland located within the I-980
freeway trench. This East Bay Transit Center (EBTC) would be the northern terminus for both Caltrain
and High Speed Rail, as well as serve BART, Amtrak Capitol Corridor and San Joaquin trains, and AC
Transit. The EBTC would reconnect the streets severed by the freeway and be capped with transitoriented air rights development, repairing the connection between Downtown and West Oakland while
creating a regional landmark station, see Figure 3. CalBART also includes new BART tracks between
MacArthur and West Oakland stations, within the I-980 alignment, which would connect into the EBTC,
see figures 13-15.
With CalBART, Caltrain’s planned service of 6 trains (per hour per direction) along the Peninsula would
be extended to serve Oakland at the EBTC via the new tube. In addition, a new Caltrain shortline would
operate with 18 trains between the EBTC and Bayshore Station in southern San Francisco. Combined,
the peak Caltrain frequency within San Francisco and Oakland would be 24 trains, which is about the
same frequency of service that a second BART alignment would be able to provide.
Compared to the Second BART Transbay Tube project (the BART project), the CalBART project would
generate far more benefit, and would incur far less cost. The benefits and costs of the two projects
are described below, followed by additional details and illustrations of the CalBART project.
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CalBART would generate
FAR MORE BENEFIT than a second BART tube
1. Unites BART and Caltrain into one system: CalBART would link Caltrain and BART into a unified
regional rail service, benefitting the entire Bay Area. The connection would occur with a cross-platform
timed transfer between the two rail lines at a major new rail station in downtown Oakland, the East Bay
Transit Center (EBTC, see Figure 9). This convenient transfer would be similar to the existing
MacArthur BART transfer. From the passenger’s perspective, Caltrain and BART would be one
integrated rail system, even though they would remain as two separate agencies.
CalBART would connect the East Bay to the Peninsula, a major travel market that currently lacks viable
transit options. With CalBART, residents of Alameda or Contra Costa County would for the first time be
able to sustainably commute to San Mateo or Santa Clara County. Today, only San Francisco is
connected to all four counties by rail; this unbalanced accessibility contributes to the excessive demand
for residential and commercial space in the city, exacerbating high land costs. CalBART would expand
mobility across the Bay Area, relieving pressure on San Francisco.
•

The BART project would not unite Caltrain and BART. While Caltrain and BART are already
“connected” at Millbrae Station, this remote location is not central to the Bay Area core or the
Transbay corridor and therefore has limited utility.1 In the future, there may be a Caltrain/BART
connection via an underground walkway from Embarcadero BART to Caltrain at the Transbay
Transit Center – but the walkway would be 1/3 mile long and require stepping up and then down one
level, precluding a convenient timed transfer.

2. Addresses both Transbay/BART and Peninsula/Caltrain problems with one solution: San
Francisco’s overcrowded regional transit lines have historically been perceived as two problems, in two
corridors, requiring two separate solutions: BART’s crowding in the Transbay corridor requiring a second
BART tube, and Caltrain’s crowding in the Peninsula corridor requiring the Downtown Extension (DTX)
with a loop track.
If instead of thinking of two transit corridors to San Francisco, but reorienting the challenge as one
corridor through San Francisco, then CalBART emerges as the most cost-effective solution. CalBART
would both unlock the capacity of Caltrain to benefit the Peninsula corridor, and also extend that
capacity across the bay to serve the Transbay corridor. Two corridors with one tube!
•

A second BART tube would only address the Transbay corridor and would not resolve any of
Caltrain’s issues or otherwise improve the Peninsula corridor. Even after completion of the DTX,
multiple Caltrain challenges would remain, as listed below.

1

Traveling by rail from the East Bay to the Peninsula, it is generally faster to disembark BART at Market Street and take Muni to Caltrain,
rather than circuitously ride BART to Millbrae for the direct transfer. Either transit route is substantially slower than driving.
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3. Serves planned growth in eastern San Francisco with high-quality transit: The existing Caltrain
alignment is already grade separated and ideally positioned to serve the growth that is coming to
eastern San Francisco. 2 CalBART would result in 24 trains (per hour per direction) serving eastern San
Francisco, the same frequency as BART. There would be opportunities for new Caltrain stations at
16th, Chavez, Oakdale, and Gilman streets to serve emerging neighborhoods. These communities
would then be able to grow in a transit-oriented environment, establishing sustainable transportation
patterns for new residents, commuters and visitors.
•

The BART project would bring new rail service to western San Francisco along Geary Street and
19th Avenue which, similar to the Transbay and Peninsular corridors, are overcrowded. However,
the emerging neighborhoods along the east side of San Francisco will ultimately have higher
population and density than the west side. Western neighborhoods are not currently planned for a
significant amount of growth, resulting in fewer opportunities to sustainably influence new travel
behaviors.

4. Enhances viability of Caltrain: CalBART would upgrade Caltrain from its historic single corridor
commuter railroad operation into an efficient modern metro service. Like BART, Caltrain would run at
high frequency, serve all three major central business districts of the Bay Area, and provide transit
through San Francisco rather than to it. This would expand Caltrain ridership, increasing its financial
viability. While Caltrain and BART would cooperate to create a seamless timed transfer at the East Bay
Transit Center, the two operators would also compete for Transbay passengers, driving efficiency and
customer service for both operators.
•

The BART project would not enhance Caltrain in any way, or even connect with it.

5. Enhances viability of High Speed Rail: By bringing High Speed Rail (HSR) to Oakland, CalBART
would expand the coverage of the statewide HSR network, improving its economic viability and
effectiveness at reducing greenhouse gases. In addition, the region and state would get one big step
closer to realizing a HSR link from San Francisco to Sacramento.
•

The BART project would not advance the HSR network in any way, or even connect into it.

6. Upgrades Transbay Transit Center from a stub-end station into a through station: CalBART
would convert the Transbay Transit Center (TTC) into a through-station by building a new tunnel through
the east wall of the station, under San Francisco Bay and into Oakland. See Figure 17. This station
configuration would dramatically increase the capacity, reliability, train speed, safety, train access, and
passenger comfort of Caltrain and HSR trains. This optimized station would also reduce track
maintenance costs, noise and vibration.

2

There are only two at-grade Caltrain crossings that currently exist in San Francisco, at 16th Street and at Mission Bay Drive in the
Mission Bay neighborhood. The San Francisco Planning Department’s Railyard Alternatives and I-280 Boulevard (RAB) project would
include the reconstruction of those tracks underground, eliminating the last at-grade crossings within San Francisco.
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A. Capacity, reliability, train speed and safety: CalBART would increase the capacity of each of the six
tracks within the TTC. This is because trains would no longer need to reverse out of the station;
trains would instead continue forward to depart the station, similar to the Market Street BART
stations. This lack of time-intensive reverse-out maneuvers would also augment the reliability at the
station, improving the entire system reliability because TTC will be the busiest station in the Caltrain
network. The through-station configuration would also increase train speeds by enabling trains to
approach the platform at normal speed, rather than at the reduced speed required when
approaching stub-end stations that lack tail tracks. The through-design has no wall at the east end
of the platform, eliminating the possibility of a train colliding into the wall.
•

The BART project would not increase the capacity of the TTC or otherwise improve its
performance. All Caltrain and HSR trains that enter the TTC would have to reverse out, which
requires blocking several tracks for several minutes, reducing the capacity of each track and
subsequently reducing system-wide reliability. Caltrain and HSR trains would have to approach
TTC at reduced speed, due to the risk of overshooting the platform and crashing into the wall at
the end of the station. Even with advanced train control systems mandating reduced speeds,
the risk that a train would crash into the wall would remain.

B. Train access: Because of the increased capacity at TTC as noted above, CalBART would enable
all Caltrain trains to access the Transbay Transit Center (TTC), rather than requiring most trains to
terminate at 4th/King. This will be the busiest station in the Caltrain network.
•

The BART project would not upgrade the current design of the TTC, which would only provide
two stub-end platforms for Caltrain operations. Consequentially, at least half of Caltrain trains
heading north from the Peninsula toward San Francisco would be required to terminate at
4th/King, and would not be able to continue to the TTC. This would result in confusion and
inconvenience for the passengers attempting to access TTC.

C. Track maintenance, noise and vibration: With CalBART, because TTC would be a through-station
instead of a stub-end station, there would be no need for track switches on curves within the train
box throat.
•

The BART project does not address the design challenges of the TTC. The current design of
the station includes track switches on curves within the throat of the train box. These switches
are required due to the stub-end configuration of the station, in order to enable inbound trains to
access all platform edges, and outbound trains to access all tracks. Best practice in track
design locates switches on tangent (straight) segments only, not on curves. Switches on curves
are undesirable because they:
o
o
o

Require reduced train speeds to limit the risk of derailment;
Increase maintenance costs, because these switches endure substantial wear; and
Subject passengers and nearby land uses to increased track noise and vibration.
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7. Supports the Downtown Extension Project
CalBART would reinforce the urgency to complete the DTX, because CalBART would not be possible
without the construction of the DTX project which will bring Caltrain to downtown San Francisco. The
DTX is not yet fully funded and would benefit from additional justification.
It may be possible to physically combine the DTX and CalBART tunneling projects into a single, larger
tunnel project in order to maximize cost efficiency. Specifically,
•

The BART project would not reinforce the need for the DTX. The BART project could be in
competition with the DTX for scarce Bay Area transit funding allocations and voter support.

8. Supports the Railyard Boulevard Project
CalBART would build momentum for the implementation of major improvements to the Mission Bay
neighborhood, including the conversion of the I-280 freeway into a boulevard and the undergrounding of
the Caltrain/HSR tracks. These concepts are currently being explored by the San Francisco Planning
Department’s Railyard Alternatives and I-280 Boulevard (RAB) study, also known as the Railyard
Boulevard project.
With CalBART, the peak frequency of train service within San Francisco would be 28 trains per hour per
direction (24 Caltrain and 4 HSR). This frequency of train service would require a fully grade-separated
alignment, like BART. Currently there are only two remaining at-grade rail crossings in the city, at 16th
Street and at Mission Bay Drive.
The RAB project would underground the Caltrain/HSR tracks through Mission Bay, removing these last
remaining at-grade crossings in San Francisco. CalBART would not be possible without the
implementation of the RAB project, building support for that major undertaking.
•

The BART project would not support the RAB project, and would likely be in competition for scarce
funding opportunities.

9. Relocates Caltrain railyard to optimal location: With CalBART, Caltrain’s “dead-head” distance
between the East Bay Transit Center terminal and the railyard would be minimized to less than ½ mile in
the downstream direction, because the project includes the construction of a new Caltrain railyard
immediately north of the East Bay Transit Center (EBTC), see Figure 7. This railyard would be within an
underground trench, not visible or audible from the surrounding neighborhood, and could be capped with
either a park or additional transit-oriented development. Minimizing Caltrain’s dead-head distance would
reduce its operating costs, and having the dead-head maneuver in the downstream direction maintains
the full capacity of the mainline tracks. This railyard location also works well for Caltrain to stage trains
in order to serve major events in San Francisco or Oakland such as ball games and parades.
•

The BART project would not address the impact of Caltrain’s current 4th/King railyard on the Mission
Bay community, nor would it improve the circuitous upstream reverse-maneuver that would be
required for Caltrain trains to access the Transbay Transit Center (TTC) from 4th & King railyard.
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This maneuver would occur on the mainline tracks, consuming scarce mainline track capacity for
Caltrain and HSR revenue service.
o

SF Planning’s RAB study has identified several potential new locations for a Caltrain railyard
within San Francisco that would not require this reverse-maneuver. While these new railyard
sites would represent an improvement from the 4th/King location, they are located several miles
south of the TTC, and would therefore still require dead-heading in the upstream direction
increasing operational costs and consuming some mainline track capacity.

10. Connects with Amtrak and promotes integration with Capitol Corridor: CalBART would bring
Amtrak Capitol Corridor and San Joaquin trains into the East Bay Transit Center to connect with
Caltrain, BART, and High Speed Rail. See Figures 11 and 13. This would benefit the entire statewide
rail network by upgrading Amtrak’s connections into the Bay Area transit network.
By building a standard gauge tube under the bay, CalBART would set up a future project for electrified
Capitol Corridor trains to directly access San Francisco and be integrated with Caltrain, benefitting all of
Northern California. See Figures 29 – 32.
•

The BART project would not create new connections with the Capitol Corridor or San Joaquin, nor
would it enhance the Amtrak rail network. Capitol Corridor trains would not be able to directly
access San Francisco.

11. Boosts the cachet of Oakland: By bringing both Caltrain and HSR to Oakland, CalBART would give
Oakland new access to the Peninsula and the rest of California, expanding its appeal as a world-class
city regarding quality of life and economic competitiveness.
•

Oakland already enjoys extensive BART coverage. Oakland would not substantially benefit from a
second BART tube.

12. Repairs the connection between West and Downtown Oakland: CalBART would cover the existing
I-980 freeway trench between 10th and 18th streets, and would reintroduce the local streets that were
severed. See figures 3 and 5. The overbearing presence of the freeway on the neighborhood would be
removed, reconnecting divided communities and eliminating a major source of blight, noise and
pollution.
•

The BART project would not include opportunities to reconnect divided neighborhoods or otherwise
improve the environment.

13. Creates major opportunities for transit-oriented developments in downtown Oakland: The new
East Bay Transit Center would include air-rights development, a great location for transit-oriented land
uses. The station and development would serve as a prominent destination and community asset,
revitalizing the surrounding neighborhood. Another major development site is at the Howard Terminal
Port of Oakland property, which would be above the new Jack London Square Caltrain station.
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•

The BART project does not include major opportunities for transit-oriented development in Oakland
or elsewhere.

14. Leverages multiple funding sources: In addition to New Starts, Core Capacity and other traditional
federal funding sources, CalBART would be eligible for state and federal High Speed Rail funds,
because it would expand the High Speed Rail network. Also, air rights development at the East Bay
Transit Center and Howard Terminal would generate revenues to help finance the project.
•

The BART project would likely not be eligible for a substantial amount of HSR funding because it
would not expand the HSR network. The BART project would not generate revenues from air rights
development.

15. Removes most Capitol Corridor trains from Embarcadero through Jack London Square: Most
Capitol Corridor trains currently terminate at Jack London Square. With CalBART, Capitol Corridor
trains would no longer terminate at Jack London Square, and would instead terminate at the East Bay
Transit Center. This would result in fewer trains traveling along Embarcadero, improving local
circulation around Jack London Square.
•

The BART project would not reduce the frequency of Capitol Corridor trains operating through Jack
London Square or otherwise address the impact of those trains on the neighborhood. Trains
traveling along Embarcadero utilize an awkward shared roadway configuration that disrupts local
circulation.
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CalBART would incur
FAR LESS COST than a second BART tube
1. Maximizes utilization of existing tracks and minimizes construction of new tracks: In San
Francisco, CalBART would utilize the existing Caltrain alignment, which is already grade-separated.3
The Downtown Extension (DTX) project, which is undergoing detailed design, will extend Caltrain to
downtown San Francisco. Also, a new rail tunnel beneath Potrero Hill for Caltrain and HSR has been
identified by the Railyard Alternatives and I-280 Boulevard (RAB) project to achieve neighborhood
objectives. Therefore, the only “fresh” tracks that CalBART would require (not yet built, designed or
planned) would be from the Transbay Transit Center to San Francisco Bay, less than a quarter of a mile.
In Oakland, the project would utilize the existing overbuilt I-980 freeway alignment. The project also
includes three miles of new BART tracks in Oakland, to connect BART to the East Bay Transit Center;
these tracks are within the I-980 corridor and underneath Seventh Street.
Including the planned DTX and RAB projects, CalBART would require construction of (from west to
east):

+

1.7 miles
1.2 miles
0.2 miles
3.4 miles
2.8 miles
1.4 miles

Standard gauge

Cesar Chavez Street to 7th/Townsend (tunnel planned by RAB)
7th/Townsend to 2nd/Howard (DTX tunnel)
Main Street to Embarcadero (new subway to new Transbay tube)
New Transbay tube
Through Alameda and beneath Oakland Inner Harbor
Beneath Howard Terminal and into East Bay Transit Center

3.2 miles

BART gauge

New BART structures from MacArthur to West Oakland via EBTC

14 miles

•

Total new double track (standard gauge and BART)

The BART project would require a second BART subway in San Francisco, in addition to a second
Transbay Tube. This is because the second tube could not simply connect into the existing Market
Street BART subway, or else a new train bottleneck would result that would negate the benefit of the
new tube.

Excluding future tracks associated with the planned DTX and RAB projects, the BART project would
require the construction of (from west to east):
6.8 miles
6.1 miles
3.1 miles
5.1 miles

+

1.4 miles

22 miles

BART gauge

Lands End to the San Francisco Embarcadero
Daly City to Inner Richmond
New Transbay Tube
Across Alameda and beneath Brooklyn Basin Channel to Fruitvale
Across Oakland Inner Harbor

Total new double track (all BART gauge)

3

There are only two at-grade Caltrain crossings that currently exist in San Francisco, at 16th Street and at Mission Bay Drive in the Mission
Bay neighborhood. The San Francisco Planning Department’s Railyard Alternatives and I-280 Boulevard (RAB) project would include the
reconstruction of those tracks underground, eliminating the last at-grade crossings within San Francisco.
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2. Maximizes utilization of existing and planned underground stations and minimizes construction
of new underground stations: CalBART would better utilize the planned, under-construction and
existing Caltrain stations within San Francisco at 4th/Townsend, Transbay Transit Center and Bayshore.
Also, there would be opportunities for new Caltrain at-grade stations serving eastern San Francisco at
Cesar Chavez, Oakdale and Gilman streets; these would be at-grade stations, which are relatively
inexpensive to construct and operate compared to underground stations.
Including the Caltrain station at 4th/Townsend planned as part of the DTX, and the Caltrain station near
16th Street as part of the RAB project, CalBART would only require six new underground train stations,
from west to east:
1. 16th Street (Caltrain)
3. Alameda (Caltrain)
5. Jack London Square (Caltrain)
•

2. 4th/Townsend (Caltrain)
4. West Oakland #2 (BART)
6. East Bay Transit Center (Caltrain & BART)

In comparison, the BART project would require multiple new BART stations along Geary Street and
19th Avenue. Because the new BART alignment would likely be underground, all of these stations
would probably be constructed underground.
The BART project did not describe proposed stations. A potential network would include 16 from
west to east, excluding new Caltrain stations associated with the DTX or RAB:
1.
3.
5.
7.
9.
11.
13.
15.

Daly City #2
19th Avenue/Winston
UCSF Parnassus
Geary/32nd Avenue
Geary/Arguello
Geary/Van Ness
Third/Howard
Alameda

2.
4.
6.
8.
10.
12.
14.
16.

19th Avenue/Holloway
19th Avenue/Taraval
Fulton/Stanyan
Geary/Park Presidio
Geary/Divisadero
Geary/Powell
Third/Brannan
Jack London Square

3. Opportunity to consolidate the Downtown Extension, Railyard Boulevard and CalBART into a
single tunnel project: The Downtown Extension is a partially funded project to extend Caltrain
underground from 4th & King to Transbay; the Railyard Boulevard (RAB) project is a plan to reconstruct
underground the Caltrain tracks in Mission Bay and Potrero Hill; and the CalBART proposal would
construct a new standard gauge tube under the bay. These three rail tunnel projects could be combined
into one larger tunnel project, using a single Tunnel Bore Machine run.
The TBM would be launched on the south side of Potrero Hill and proceed north through Mission Bay,
building the RAB tunnel. The machine would then continue north through SOMA and enter the west
side of the Transbay Transit Center, building the DTX tunnel. Finally, the TBM would be walked through
TTC, exit its east side, and then proceed under the bay, building the CalBART tunnel.
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By combining these three tunnel projects into one, the marginal tunneling cost would be minimized,
reducing the total cost for all three projects.
•

The BART project would not present an opportunity to consolidate tunnel projects or reduce their
marginal cost.

4. Utilizes existing transportation corridors, avoiding prolonged planning process for new
alignments: CalBART would utilize the existing Caltrain right of way and would not propose any new
rail alignments in San Francisco. In Oakland, the primary alignment would utilize the existing I-980
corridor, along with a short BART subway under Seventh Street. By making use of existing rather than
new transportation corridors, CalBART would avoid controversy and delays during the planning process.
•

The BART project would require a new BART alignment through the dense environment of western
San Francisco. This would require a major public planning process. While many residents and
merchants in western San Francisco would be enthusiastic about BART service, other constituents
in the area may be opposed due to concerns about densification, neighborhood character,
construction, or other reasons. Difficult tradeoffs would require prolonged analyses, consensus and
coalition building, and final resolution by multiple appointed and elected decision makers, including:

o
o
o

Whether and how the new BART alignment would access existing destinations, such as Market
Street and the Financial District;
Whether and how the new BART alignment would access emerging neighborhoods, such as
Mission Bay and South of Market;
How the alignment would connect to existing and planned transit routes, including planned
routes that are not definitely known, such as the Caltrain alignment through Mission Bay being
studied by the RAB project.

5. Removes need for new BART saddlebag stations at Embarcadero and Montgomery: Because the
BART project is an expensive and long-term undertaking, BART has also proposed “saddlebag” stations
at Embarcadero and Montgomery stations as a mid-term strategy. This project entails construction of
side platforms and additional vertical circulation at these two stations to supplement the existing center
platforms.
CalBART would obviate the need for these saddlebag platforms at Embarcadero and Montgomery
stations as a mid-term solution, because CalBART could be implemented more quickly than the second
BART tube.
•

4

The saddlebag station project is estimated to cost ~$1 billion, and construction would likely be
disruptive to BART operations. 4

http://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/matier-ross/article/BART-considers-rebuilding-2-SF-stations-4267383.php
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6. Removes need for new Caltrain loop track at Transbay Transit Center: Due to the limitations of the
stub-end configuration of the Transbay Transit Center (TTC) as described above, the San Francisco
Planning Department’s RAB study has identified several loop track configurations from the east side of
the station that would upgrade the terminal into a through-station design.
CalBART would obviate the need for a loop track for Caltrain and/or HSR through the eastern side of
TTC, because the new standard gauge tube under the bay would result in a similar through-station
configuration. While the construction of the CalBART tube would require tunneling beneath existing
buildings in downtown San Francisco, and could require condemnation of some parcels, these costs can
be justified in the context of the major regional benefits that CalBART would deliver.
•

The BART project does not address the stub-end configuration of TTC, nor would the BART project
advance the loop track concepts being proposed by the RAB study. Similar to the construction of
the CalBART tube, the construction of this loop track would require tunneling beneath existing
buildings in downtown San Francisco, and could require condemnation of some parcels. These
substantial costs would be more difficult to justify as solely a project to enhance Peninsula Caltrain
service, without providing other regional transit benefits.

7. Removes need for new BART railyard in western San Francisco: CalBART would not require
additional BART railyards in San Francisco. A new Caltrain railyard is required in Oakland, but it would
be located within the I-980 freeway trench, underground and covered by a park or transit-oriented
development, invisible and inaudible to the neighborhood. A new Caltrain railyard is also required at
Bayshore (to support the new Caltrain shortline service between Oakland and Bayshore), but this vacant
site was formerly a railyard and could be rebuilt without impacting adjacent land uses.
•

While not depicted on BART’s proposal, the BART project would likely require the construction of a
new BART railyard in western San Francisco. BART’s existing railyards are about 10-15 acres in
area. Acquiring this much space in western San Francisco for a new BART railyard would likely be
expensive and controversial.

8. Removes need for new underground tracks at Millbrae: Millbrae will be a High Speed Rail (HSR)
station, and new tracks and platform edges will likely be required to accommodate HSR service. Due to
space limitations at the existing station, under previous plans by CAHSRA, a new tunnel over two miles
long would be constructed below the existing tracks and platform, see Figure 23. These tracks would
access a new underground platform exclusively serving HSR trains, and would cost approximately $500
million to construct. 5
CalBART would not require the construction of underground tracks and platforms at Millbrae station.
Instead, CalBART would reconfigure the BART and Caltrain tracks and platforms at Millbrae station in
order fit all required rail track infrastructure at the surface.6 In fact, a cross-platform transfer between
5

http://caltrain-hsr.blogspot.com/2011/03/millbrae-half-billion-cheaper.html
This proposed station configuration was originally developed by and published on the Caltrain – HSR Compatibility Blog in March 2011,
accessed at http://caltrain-hsr.blogspot.com/2011/03/millbrae-half-billion-cheaper.html. This reconfiguration of Millbrae Station is not
dependent on CalBART and could be implemented independently as part of the Peninsula Blended Caltrain/HSR operation.
6
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Caltrain and HSR would be created, while maintaining sufficient platform capacity for BART operations.
See Figure 24.
•

The BART project would not obviate the expensive underground rail infrastructure currently planned
at Millbrae station as part of the HSR project. In fact, the BART project may require all BART tracks
and platform edges at Millbrae to be reserved for BART terminal operations, in order to
accommodate the increase in BART train frequency as part of that project. This would preclude the
cost-effective reconfiguration of Millbrae and instead require a new tunnel and station for HSR.

9. Minimizes construction disruption: The construction of CalBART would entail only minor disruption
to BART and Caltrain service and to freeway operations. New BART tracks would connect into the
existing BART network in Oakland near the MacArthur and West Oakland stations. These connections
would occur at existing at-grade or above-grade alignments, not along underground alignments which
would pose challenging constructability. New Caltrain tracks would connect near Cesar Chavez Street
along an existing above-grade berm alignment. Modifications to I-980 generally would only include the
reduction of roadway footprint without affecting freeway performance.

•

Under the BART project, the new BART tracks would connect into the existing Broadway subway
alignment near the intersection of Broadway and Sixth Street. This site would require underground
construction, in very close proximity to the elevated I-880 freeway and the Webster Tube. This
challenging constructability would likely cause prolonged disruption to BART operations and traffic
conditions.

10. Readiness for extension: Upon the completion of the Caltrain Modernization Project in 2021, a major
renewal of Caltrain’s right of way will be complete; its assets are in good physical shape. Caltrain has
never before undertaken an extension project, with its 40-mile alignment unchanged since 1904. With
its physical plant in good order, Caltrain is ready to expand.
•

Since 1996, BART has completed extensions to Pittsburg/Bay Point, Dublin/Pleasanton, and
SFO/Millbrae, increasing its original system from 71 to 104 miles. The under-construction eBART
extension will add 10 miles, while the full extension to San Jose will add another 15 miles, for a total
BART network of 129 miles.
Meanwhile, BART’s aging infrastructure is in need of a complete overhaul, as demonstrated by the
increasing frequency of train and track failures. BART has announced that it needs $10 billion only
to renovate its existing system, of which only half the funding has been identified; BART plans to
submit a bond measure to the voters in 2016 to partially fulfill that need.7
Given its substantial unfunded maintenance backlog, and existing unfunded commitments to extend
to Silicon Valley, BART is not in the position to be contemplating additional network expansions.
BART should focus on rebuilding its existing system.

7

http://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2015/05/07/bart-could-see-more-breakdowns-on-tracks-needs-more-than-4-billion-to-upgrade-infrastructure/
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What benefits would be delivered by the Second BART Tube project that would
not materialize under CalBART?
1. Rail service along the Geary corridor: The BART project would bring high quality regional rail service
to western San Francisco. This neighborhood is denser than most communities served by BART in the
East Bay. A Geary subway alignment has been promoted for decades, and transit ridership is already
high along the corridor. Bus service is overcrowded yet bus capacity cannot be substantially expanded.
•

CalBART would not bring regional rail service to western San Francisco. However, it would bring
enhanced regional rail service to eastern San Francisco, where major growth is planned.
While the Geary corridor deserves high quality transit service based on existing development
patterns, substantial growth is not currently planned for this neighborhood. There are advanced
plans for Geary Bus Rapid Transit, which will cost-effectively improve transit service to the corridor.
Major rail investments should be prioritized for high-growth areas in order to foster sustainable
transportation patterns and enable high-density development.

2. One-seat ride for San Francisco Transbay passengers: The BART project would double the
frequency of all East Bay BART lines, and those additional BART trains would all continue into San
Francisco. Therefore, most BART Transbay passengers would enjoy a one-seat ride.
•

Under CalBART, the frequency of all East Bat BART lines would also be doubled, but riders on those
new BART trains that are destined for San Francisco would have to make a timed transfer onto
Caltrain at the East Bay Transit Center. The connection between BART and Caltrain would be a
timed cross-platform, similar to MacArthur BART station. While passengers would not have a oneseat ride, the added delay would be marginal. See Figure 9.
Any connection between BART and Caltrain would inevitably require passengers to transfer.
CalBART would create a cross-platform transfer, which is the most convenient and efficient method
of transfer. Dual platforms would be provided in both directions so that two Caltrain/BART transfers
in each direction could occur simultaneously, ensuring that the longer dwell time required for the
transfer would not reduce the system capacity.
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What benefits would be delivered equally by either the
Second BART Tube project or CalBART?
1. Transbay capacity: Either project would double Transbay corridor capacity. The BART project would
build a second BART tube, while CalBART would build a standard gauge tube serving Caltrain that
would operate at the same frequency as BART.
2. BART frequency: Either project would double the frequency of BART service on all four East Bay
BART lines. The BART project would continue these added BART trains into San Francisco, while
CalBART would connect these added BART trains to Caltrain at the East Bay Transit Center with a
cross-platform timed transfer.
3. Transbay Tube redundancy: Either project would construct a second Transbay Tube that would create
network redundancy. This would enable at least one tube to remain open 24 hours per day while the
other tube undergoes maintenance. The redundancy of the second tube also creates resiliency in the
rail network after an earthquake or other disaster.
4. Reduction of BART trains through Oakland Wye: Either project would reduce the volume of BART
trains traveling through the Oakland Wye, which is a problematic junction due to sharp curves and
grades. Either project would accomplish this by diverting some BART trains onto parallel alignments
away from the Oakland Wye; with the BART project, some trains from Dublin and Fremont would be
rerouted through Alameda, while with the CalBART project, some trains from Richmond and Pittsburg
would be rerouted through the EBTC.
5. High quality transit access for Jack London Square and Alameda: Either project would enable the
construction of new underground train stations at both Jack London Square and at the emerging
Alameda Naval Air Station redevelopment. Under the BART project, these would be BART stations,
while under CalBART they would be Caltrain stations.
6. Sufficient northern terminal facilities for Caltrain and High Speed Rail: Either project would provide
sufficient northern terminal facilities for Caltrain and HSR. Under the BART project, current plans for
Caltrain and HSR would be implemented, which include four terminal tracks for HSR at Transbay Transit
Center (TTC); two terminal tracks for Caltrain at TTC; and six terminal tracks for Caltrain at Fourth/King.
Under CalBART, there would be four terminal tracks for HSR and six terminal tracks for Caltrain at the
East Bay Transit Center.
7. Major step toward creating a cohesive and robust regional rail network. Either project would
represent a milestone in the creation of a comprehensive Northern California rail network, centered on
the Transbay corridor.
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What costs would be incurred equally by either the
Second BART Tube project or CalBART?
1. Tunnel alignments underneath existing buildings. Either project would require new rail tunnels
under a handful of existing buildings in downtown San Francisco and Oakland. In some cases, buildings
could be underpinned, while condemnation may be required in others. The largest potential for
disruption is the block in San Francisco bounded by Main, Mission, Spear, and Howard streets. Under
CalBART, the new Caltrain Transbay Tube would pass through several building sites on this block.
Under the BART project, a loop track for Caltrain would eventually need to be constructed at this
location, which would have a similar impact on the buildings on this block.
2. Procurement of rolling stock. Either project would require the acquisition of additional rolling stock.
Under CalBART, additional Caltrain trains would be required to operate the shortline between Bayshore
and Oakland, and also to extend existing Caltrain service east to Oakland; in addition, CalBART would
require additional BART trains to serve the new BART shortlines. Under the BART project, additional
BART trains would be required to operate the new BART Transbay Tube and western San Francisco
subway. Either project would require a similar increase in the regional fleet of rolling stock.
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CalBART Figures

Figure 1: Second BART Transbay Tube Project proposal. Presented by BART in late 2014. New BART tracks are shown in yellow, existing
BART tracks shown in white.

1

Figure 2: CalBART proposal. New 2-track standard gauge tube serving both Caltrain and High Speed Rail is yellow, accessing new East Bay Transit
Center shown in red. New Caltrain tunnel under Potrero Hill is orange. High Speed Rail bypass tracks are purple. New BART connection between
MacArthur and West Oakland stations via East Bay Transit Center is cyan. New Capitol Corridor connection to East Bay Transit Center is green.
Existing BART tracks are blue.
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East Bay Transit Center

Figure 3: East Bay Transit Center in downtown Oakland. New underground rail corridor (Caltrain, High Speed Rail, BART, Amtrak Capitol
Corridor and San Joaquin) depicted in red accessing new East Bay Transit Center in green, with air rights development above the station. Existing
BART alignments shown in blue.

3

Figure 4: Existing I-980 freeway. This freeway was intended to connect with I-280 in San Francisco via the proposed and then abandoned Southern
Crossing bridge. There are two off-ramps and two on ramps in both directions, for a total of eight freeway ramps between 11th and 18th streets within a
distance of about 1/3 mile, which is an excessive concentration of ramps by modern freeway standards. 13th, 15th and 16th streets are severed by the
freeway.
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Figure 5: East Bay Transit Center station extents. The extents of the East Bay Transit Center, from about 11th Street to 18th Street. The existing Vshaped trench within this area would be widened into a U-shape, including the Castro Street and Bush Street right of ways, but not including any
private property. This would result in a trench over 500’ in width.
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Figure 6: Modifications to I-980 freeway structures. The number of southbound freeway lanes would be reduced from three to two, while the
northbound freeway would remain with two lanes. The freeway facilities would be relocated within the widened trench toward the east. The
duplicative on- and off-ramps would be removed, resulting in one on-ramp and one off-ramp in each direction, for a total of four ramps.
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Figure 7: East Bay Transit Center Caltrain tracks and railyard. A second Transbay Tube would bring Caltrain from San Francisco, under San
Francisco Bay, and into Oakland. Between Seventh and Fifth streets, at the south approach to the station, the northbound and southbound tracks would
diverge; each track would split into two tracks, for a total of four Caltrain tracks. North of the station, near 18th Street, the four tracks would converge
into two (including a scissors crossover) and then access a new Caltrain railyard with six storage tracks, located underground between 18th Street and
West Grand Avenue.
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Figure 8: East Bay Transit Center BART tracks. A new BART connection would be built between MacArthur and West Oakland stations, with an
intermediate station at the EBTC. From the north heading southbound, after departing MacArthur Station, the new BART tracks would remain in the
I-980 alignment (separating from the existing BART tracks, which diverge under Broadway) and proceed underground at 18th Street into the EBTC.
At the north approach to the station, the northbound and southbound tracks would diverge, and each track would split into two tracks, for a total of four
BART tracks. South of the station, the four tracks would converge into two, turn to the west and continue underground beneath Seventh Street.
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Figure 9: BART/Caltrain connection at East Bay Transit Center. This figure overlays the four Caltrain and four BART tracks from the previous
two figures. The Caltrain/BART crossings at both the northern and southern extents of the station would be grade separated, with the Caltrain tracks
proceeding under the BART tracks. The four timed transfer platforms between Caltrain and BART are shown in pink. In the northbound direction,
passengers would transfer from Caltrain onto BART. In the southbound direction, passengers would transfer from BART onto Caltrain. Due to the
longer dwell time that would be required in order to transfer a full passenger load from one train onto another, the EBTC design features two timed
transfer platforms in each direction rather than only one, to ensure the longer dwell time does not create a system bottleneck.
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Figure 10: High Speed Rail tracks and platforms at East Bay Transit Center. In addition to Caltrain, the second Transbay Tube would bring HSR
from San Francisco to Oakland. Between Seventh and Fifth streets, at the south approach to the EBTC, there would be a scissors crossing for the HSR
tracks; to the north, the two tracks would split into four. This would provide four tracks accessing two island platforms for exclusive HSR service,
enabling any HSR train to access any HSR track. North of the station, the HSR tracks would end.
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Figure 11: Capitol Corridor and San Joaquin diesel train tracks and platform at East Bay Transit Center. Amtrak Capitol Corridor and San
Joaquin trains would access the EBTC via a new diesel rail alignment from the existing Union Pacific Railroad mainline, through a reconfigured
electrical substation and then north along Castro Street. North of Fifth Street, these diesel trains would descend down a ramp and enter the
underground EBTC north of 11th Street. There would be a scissors crossover south of the single center platform, enabling trains to access both tracks.
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Figure 12: East Bay Transit Center components. Combination of the previous figures showing the EBTC in totality. Note that the diesel train
tracks and platform are located between the northbound and southbound freeway lanes, which consolidates the underground station ventilation system
for the auto and diesel train traffic.
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Seventh Street BART Subway

Figure 13: New BART subway under Seventh Street. South of the EBTC, the four BART tracks would converge into two and then continue
westward underneath Seventh Street in a shallow cut-and-cover subway, shown in cyan. The new standard gauge Transbay Tube is shown in yellow,
with the Jack London Caltrain station in orange. Also shown in green is the Capitol Corridor connection tracks between the East Bay Transit Center
and the Union Pacific Railroad mainline, via Castro Street. The existing BART aerial tracks along Fifth Street are blue.
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Figure 14: New and existing West Oakland BART stations and turnback tracks. New underground BART tracks beneath Seventh Street are cyan,
accessing a new underground center platform BART station at Mandela Parkway. Passengers could transfer between this new underground BART
station and the existing BART aerial station. West of the center platform are two underground turnback tracks and also two through tracks that would
continue west underneath Seventh Street. This configuration would enable some underground BART trains to turn back after serving this new station
(i.e. the new shortline trains coming from Richmond and Pittsburg, see Figure 27), while other underground trains could continue west and connect
into the existing BART tube into San Francisco (i.e. the rerouted Richmond-Millbrae line and some Pittsburg-SFO trains, see Figure 27). The existing
aerial BART tracks and aerial West Oakland Station are blue, which would remain. West of the existing aerial station, two additional aerial BART
tracks would be constructed within the US Postal Service building setback; this would enable the new shortline trains coming from Dublin and
Fremont along the existing aerial tracks to also turnback (see Figure 27).
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Figure 15: Connection from new Seventh Street BART subway into existing aerial BART alignment. The West Oakland USPS facility is in the
left foreground. The end of the new aerial BART turnback tracks in the foreground, as well as the existing BART Transbay Tube connection, are
shown in blue. The new underground BART tracks beneath Seventh Street are cyan. West of Wood Street, these underground tracks would ascend
and fly over the I-880 freeway on a viaduct, parallel to the existing aerial tracks. The new aerial tracks would connect into the existing aerial tracks
above Maritime Street. This connection would enable the Richmond-Millbrae line and some trains from the the Pittsburg-SFO line to be rerouted off
of Broadway and out of the Oakland Wye to instead serve the East Bay Transit Center and then continue into San Francisco (see Figure 27).
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Transbay Transit Center

Figure 16: Transbay Transit Center design based on current plans by Transbay Joint Powers Authority. This figure shows the underconstruction Transbay Transit Center. Also shown are the planned Downtown Extension subway approach and throat under Second Street, and the
train box extension from Beale to Main streets. The three blended Caltrain/HSR tracks within the DTX are yellow, the four exclusive HSR tracks and
two exclusive HSR center platforms are purple, and the two exclusive Caltrain tracks and one exclusive Caltrain center platform are orange.
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Figure 17: Transbay Transit Center design under CalBART. The design of the future train box extension between Main and Beale would be
modified and connected into the new standard gauge Transbay Tube, with a short subway from Main Street to the Embarcadero. The center island and
two center tracks would be for exclusive HSR use, while the two outside islands and four tracks would be for exclusive Caltrain use, during normal
service. If Caltrain and HSR can successfully procure trains with similar door heights per current plans, then all three platform heights would be the
same, and any train could access any platform if necessary. Similar to the configuration at the East Bay Transit Center, Caltrain would be able to load
two trains in one direction simultaneously, facilitating the longer dwell times required to enable major passenger loading and unloading.
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Downtown Extension

Figure 18: Downtown Extension design under current plans by Transbay Joint Powers Authority and Caltrain. The three-track DTX tunnel
would begin at Seventh/Townsend, proceeding beneath Townsend and Second streets. There would be a new underground Caltrain station at
Fourth/Townsend, and the existing 22nd Street station would remain. The existing Fourth/King Caltrain railyard and station would also remain, shown
in orange; many northbound Caltrains would be forced to terminate at Fourth/King rather than continue north the Transbay Transit Center due to the
inefficient stub-end design of that station.
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Figure 19: Railyard Boulevard “TJPA Alignment.” The Railyard Alternatives and I-280 Boulevard Feasibility Study (RAB, also known as the
Railyard Boulevard) is investigating several options to underground the Caltrain/HSR tracks through the Mission Bay neighborhood. All three tunnel
options presented on the following pages would be compatible with CalBART. This figure shows an alignment that would not require any
modification of current DTX plans by TJPA. A new two-track tunnel for HSR would be bored beneath Potrero Hill (purple), while the existing
Caltrain tunnels would be remain for Caltrain use only (orange). These two tunnels would converge within the removed I-280 freeway alignment, and
connect into TTC via the DTX as currently planned by TJPA. Caltrain would continue to serve 22nd Street station but would not serve new stations at
Cesar Chavez or 16th streets.
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Figure 20: RAB “Western Alignment.” This graphic depicts the “Western Alignment” tunnel where a new two-track tunnel for Caltrain would be
bored beneath Potrero Hill (shown in orange), while the existing Caltrain tunnels would be assigned for HSR use (shown in purple), the opposite the of
the “TJPA Alignment” on Figure 19. These two tunnels would converge within the removed I-280 freeway alignment, continue north through the
underground Fourth/Townsend station, and continue into TTC via a two- or three-track subway beneath Townsend and Second streets. The provision
of two tracks rather than three in the new tunnels enables the deployment of a Tunnel Bore Machine, rather than cut-and-cover and sequential mining
tunnel techniques, for the construction of the DTX. This presumes that the CalBART project would be able to “catch up” to the DTX project and
modifying some of its design elements (e.g. providing two tracks instead of three); this could yield reduced marginal tunneling costs for the DTX. The
existing Caltrain station at 22nd Street would be removed, but new Caltrain stations would be provided at Cesar Chavez and 16th streets.
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Figure 21: RAB “Eastern Alignment.” This figure shows the proposed “Eastern Alignment” tunnel, where a two-track Tunnel Bore Machine
subway would proceed below Third Street through Mission Bay, and would be shared by Caltrain and HSR. The new tunnel would commence at
Cesar Chavez Street and proceed northeast underneath Third Street, under Mission Bay and AT&T Park to Second Street, and then into the Transbay
Transit Center. Existing Caltrain stations at 22nd Street and Fourth/Townsend would be abandoned, but new Caltrain stations would be provided at
Cesar Chavez Street and at Third Street near Mission Bay Boulevard.
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Millbrae Station Details

Figure 22: Existing configuration at Millbrae Station. The existing configuration at Millbrae has three BART tracks (blue) and two Caltrain tracks
(orange), with a shared platform (pink) from northbound Caltrain to northbound BART to facilitate a transfer.
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Figure 23: Proposed High Speed Rail station configuration at Millbrae Station. Millbrae will be the only HSR stop along the Peninsula, because it
connects to SFO Airport. Under current plans by the High Speed Rail Authority, due to limited space at the surface, the Millbrae HSR station would
be located within a new two-track tunnel, several miles in length, accessing a new center platform for exclusive use by HSR (shown in purple). The
underground station would be directly beneath the existing platforms, but on this graphic is depicted to the east for clarity of illustration.
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Figure 24: Proposed reconfiguration of Millbrae Station under CalBART. Instead of an underground alignment, space can be created at the
surface for HSR by removing one of the three BART tracks. The Caltrain tracks would be reconfigured with two center tracks for HSR and two
outside tracks for Caltrain; the westernmost track would be located within the existing parking area. This design would enable a convenient crossplatform transfer between Caltrain and HSR. This proposed station configuration was originally developed by and published on the Caltrain – HSR
Compatibility Blog in March 2011, accessed at http://caltrain-hsr.blogspot.com/2011/03/millbrae-half-billion-cheaper.html. This reconfiguration of
Millbrae Station is not dependent on CalBART and could be implemented independently as part of the HSR project.
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San Jose Diridon Station Details

Figure 25: Existing configuration at San Jose Diridon Station. The existing station has one level of diesel train service (shown in orange), with
nine tracks accessing five platforms. The tracks and platforms are shared between Caltrain, Amtrak (Capitol Corridor, San Joaquin and Coast
Starlight), and Altamont Commuter Express trains. The station is also served by VTA light rail, shown in red.
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Figure 26: Proposed reconfiguration of San Jose Diridon Station. Adopted plans for Diridon Station by City of San Jose and California High
Speed Rail Authority include HSR service via a new viaduct structure and elevated platform level for exclusive HSR service. The new station would
be directly above the existing station, but on this graphic is depicted to the west for clarity of illustration. This planned station design would be
compatible with the CalBART project (although the viaduct may not be implemented until the distant future; the existing non-viaduct configuration is
also compatible with CalBART). Also shown is the planned BART Silicon Valley subway alignment in blue.
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BART & Caltrain Schematic Map

Figure 27: Existing and planned BART and Caltrain schematic map. This figure shows existing BART lines as well as existing Caltrain service
with the planned Downtown Extension in purple. Major transfer stations are shown in black: Bayfair, MacArthur, Millbrae, and Embarcadero/Transbay
Transit Center. The currently planned Caltrain/BART “connection” between Embarcadero and TTC that is represented on this figure would be via an
underground walkway that entails stepping up one level, walking ~1700’, and then stepping down one level, which would not be convenient.
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Figure 28: BART and Caltrain schematic line map under CalBART. This potential BART/Caltrain service plan would maximize the capacity of
the system. Each Transbay BART line would be doubled in frequency, by creating new shortlines that would operate only as far west as West
Oakland. Consequently, West Oakland would become a major transfer station, as would be the EBTC. Shortlines from Richmond and Pittsburg would
serve the EBTC; in addition, the Richmond - Millbrae line would be rerouted off of Broadway and instead via the EBTC.
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Long Range Rail Projects

Figure 29: Long-range rail core rail projects. CalBART would set the stage for a third Transbay Tube to built in the future when ridership warrants,
using BART technology. This future BART tube would extend CalBART’s West Oakland BART connection westward, into a third Transbay Tube.
This tube would connect into a new BART subway under Mission Street adjacent to the Transbay Transit Center and continue west along Geary Street
to the western side of San Francisco.
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Figure 30: Long range East Bay rail projects. CalBART would set up future rail extension projects in the East Bay. The Caltrain alignment could
be extended out of the north end of the East Bay Transit Center and then split into two directions, north and south. The southern Caltrain branch could
serve the Lakeshore and Eastmont neighborhoods and then continue along an existing UPRR alignment serving the western communities of San
Leandro, San Lorenzo, Hayward, Union City, Fremont and Newark, and then continuing south to San Jose. The northern branch could operate within
the existing UPRR mainline by integrating with an electrified Capitol Corridor service. Also, HSR service could be extended to Sacramento via new
tracks within the I-80 alignment.
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Figure 31: BART and Caltrain schematic line map CalBART and additional long range rail projects. Upon completion of a third Transbay
Tube, the new BART shortlines that would end at West Oakland under CalBART would be further extended into the new BART tunnel. With this
configuration, all East Bay BART lines would provide a one-seat ride to both the existing San Francisco Mission Street BART line, or the future San
Francisco Geary Street BART line.
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Figure 32: Northern California long range rail network. One day, Northern California will enjoy a robust, interconnected grid of high speed
commuter, urban, diesel and light rail lines. This map represents what that vision could look like. The core of the network will always be the Transbay
corridor, connecting the densest areas of the Bay Area.
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